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ABSTRACT
The effective utilization of inventory control systems can assist 
managers faced with stocking and ordering decisions. An effective 
control system will identify what to stock, how much to stock, when 
to order, and how much to order. The objective of most inventory 
control systems is to minimize the sum of the pertinent cost contri­
butors so as to minimize the number of unnecessary parts and pro­
vide for a more effective utilization of the invested capital.
Development of the model used in this thesis reflects indepen­
dent and lumpy demand patterns. A system is provided that will 
assist managers reduce the number of spare parts kept in inventory 
by the Rocky Flats Plant to minimize the total annual cost to maintain 
the Spare Parts Department’s inventory. The model provided to 
Rocky Flats is based on the standard EOQ model with adjustments for 
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An inventory control policy provides an organization with the 
system necessary to control the goods which are to be stocked (Chase 
and Aquilano 1989, 581). The system handles the ordering and 
receipt of goods, the proper timing of an order, the status of the 
order, and the follow up to provide answers to customers' questions. 
Inventory systems can be developed to establish a reordering and 
return policy.
Inventory systems are divided into two discernible categories: 
dependent and independent demand. Dependent demand encom­
passes those demands directly related to production considerations; 
independent demand includes inventories for maintenance, retail, or 
wholesale organizations. This thesis will focus on independent 
demand inventory used to support a maintenance spare parts 
departm ent.
The question that immediately arises is whether it is necessary 
to maintain an inventory of a particular item, at all. Once it is deter­
mined that an item should be stocked, for whatever rational or 
political reason, then an analysis is performed to determine the 
minimal cost stockage level to meet an imposed acceptable service 
level. This analysis requires that inventory cost be determined.
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delivery lead times be estimated, and the current system operation 
be outlined. Parts deterioration, breakage, obsolescence, and pilfer­
age are considered latent inventory costs and should be considered. 
The cost of capital or opportunity cost must also be identified. 
Opportunity cost represents the company's missed opportunity to 
invest these dollars elsewhere to achieve a minimum return on 
in vestm en t.
Inventory managers are constantly confronted with two inven­
tory decisions: How many parts should be reordered and when to
replenish the inventory. One system of evaluation used by firms is a 
selective approach to managing an inventory. This technique 
involves sorting through the inventory data and classifying items 
under the three general inventory categories: A, B, or C. The classifi­
cation is based upon the cost of the item and annual usage amounts. 
The ABC classification identifies parts which can be grouped accord­
ing to (A) high dollar volume and few stock keeping units (SKU), (B) 
moderate dollar volumes and SKU, and (C) low dollar volume and 
large number of SKU. The ABC classification defines dollar volume 
and usage level as measures of importance (Chase and Aquilano 
1989, 605). This technique can account for parts that have high cost 
and low usage or low cost and high usage, relative to the number of 
item s.
Typically, "A" parts are 10%-15% of the inventory by SKU, "B" 
parts are the next 35%-40% by SKU and 20% to 30% of dollars
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invested but represent 60% to 70% of dollars invested, and "C" parts 
are the remaining 45%-50% by SKU. Classification of parts requires 
an accurate accounting of the inventory level. The warehouse 
manager must determine the appropriate time to establish the 
inventory levels because interruptions may complicate the parts 
accounting.
The objective of establishing an ABC classified inventory is to 
separate important parts and classify them accordingly. An ABC 
classified inventory allows the warehouse manager to establish the 
appropriate level of control on important parts by carefully con­
trolling the bulk of dollars invested at minimal control cost. The 
inventory review periods for each classification varies; for example, 
A-classified parts may be reviewed daily, B-classified parts may be 
reviewed twice a week, and C-classified parts reviewed monthly. 
Critical parts to support important machinery must be identified and, 
regardless of cost or usage, classified appropriately.
The basic model employed by managers to determine how 
much to buy is the Economic Order Quanity (EOQ) model. This model, 
in use since 1915, is perhaps the most widely publicized and used 
inventory control model. Its purpose is to aid the inventory manager 
in determining how much to buy to minimize total inventory costs. 
The EOQ model will be used here because of its simplicity. The model 
is not particularly sensitive to changes in demand and cost, and its 
application is easy where no previous controls exist. EOQ models
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may be used even though cost information is incomplete or 
inaccurate (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 603).
Regardless of the intent, in the presence of an inventory, there 
will be most likely two distinct interests of the company. The 
business interest will want to divert the capital into other more 
attractive investments rather than maintaining high inventory levels. 
The support interest will want higher inventory levels to reduce the 
possibility of machines sitting idle waiting for spare parts to arrive. 
Warehouse workers who deal with customers tend to want to 
maintain higher inventory levels to reduce chances of having to deal 
with an upset customer who wants an unavailable part. To bridge 
this gap, inventory analysis determines the equilibrium safety stock 
level by equating the marginal cost of storing one more unit in 
inventory equated with the marginal cost of the expected shortage 
from not having that unit in stock when demanded (Buffa 1966,
4 3 2 ).
Inventory analysis therefore solves for managers the problem 
of how much to stock and when to order to minimize costs. The 
three basic costs to maintain an inventory are ordering costs, carry­
ing costs, and shortage costs. The ordering cost can depend on the 
amount that is ordered or produced. Ordering costs are typically 
broken into two costs: fixed and variable. The fixed costs are costs 
independent of the size of the order, and the variable costs are the 
costs incurred on a per order basis. The carrying cost is the sum of
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all costs that are proportional to the amount of physical inventory on 
hand at any one time. The shortage costs are the costs of not having 
sufficient stock on hand to satisfy a demand.
Formulation of the revised model will reflect the results from 
the field investigation, discussions with experts concerning the 
problem, development of a model, discussion of the total expected 
savings, implementation schedule, discussions with the departmental 
employees, identification of system bottlenecks, conclusions, and 
recom m endations.
Chapter 2 is a literature search conducted to determine similar­
ities and differences between the inventory problem at Rocky Flats 
and other spare parts inventory problems. Previous thesis research 
was reviewed and referenced where applicable. Discussions with 
people who work in the management area which have a broader 
view, considered "experts," have been included.
Development of a model will facilitate the intent of the 
research effort. The model will include those items discussed in the 
field investigation considered germane to the spare parts problem. 
How can the spare parts inventory be reduced to a minimum while 
still maintaining the ability to service all equipment? The model will 
reflect a theoretical "ideal" condition predicated on the recommended 
model being used. Here, the literature search will provide a more 
insightful approach. The proposed model will lend itself well to 
application because of its simplicity. The recommended model has
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been included in Chapter 3, and an estimate of the expected savings 
has been included in Chapter 4.
The cost of warehouse space was investigated to determine a 
fair market price for space in the neighboring community and on this 
space-limited facility. All sources will be identified and contracts 
illustrated to assist in verifying the numbers used. Latent and 
intangible costs will be considered, and reasonable estimates 
provided where numbers are vague. The use of electronic ordering 
will be introduced to aid the employees and further reduce paper 
generation and waste costs.
Recommendations will be made to evaluate the implementation 
schedule, economic impact, departmental support, and other factors 
which develop feedback. All efforts will be directed toward solving 
the inventory spare parts problem to the satisfaction of manage­
ment. The recommendations are made to appropriate levels of 
management to demonstrate the project's value. Given the limited 
time to research the spare parts inventory problem, areas for con­
tinued research will be identified. An implementaion plan has been 
defined to include the total impact of reducing the spare parts inven­
tory to a manageable level while still maintaining necessary service 
levels. Also, the reader is alerted to the use of purchasing contracts 




Inventory control models can assist managers identify 
unneeded items in inventory. By providing for the elimination of 
these parts and the diversion of capital to a more effective utiliza­
tion, the carrying cost expressed as a percentage of the inventory 
will be reduced, and the firm's return on investment will be 
im proved.
There are many reasons to maintain an inventory system; 
however, five systems predominate (Lipman 1972, 22). The first, 
the order quantity inventory which minimizes ordering and 
receiving costs. The second, the safety stock inventory which 
minimizes the risk caused by not having a part available during the 
reorder period. The third, the production leveling inventory which 
smoothes out the seasonal demands of production and can minimize 
costs. The fourth, the in-transit inventory which is maintained as 
stock goes to other departments. And the fifth, the hedge inventory 
which is maintained as protection against price increases.
The apparent reason for controlling an inventory is to control 
cost. The use of the economic order quantity inventory, the first 
system, is to determine the most economical order size. Inventories 
can help improve the operation's efficiency by providing a level of
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part safety to the operation. The proper control of an inventory can 
identify slow-moving or obsolete parts.
This thesis discusses and analyzes the two germane elements of 
an inventory control model: demand and costs. Model selection was 
based upon the most recently published information. A service level 
policy is developed as a tool for ensuring part availability as 
determined by management.
2.1 Dem and
An independent demand is demand for various items which 
are unrelated to a final assembly. For example, a maintenance spare 
parts inventory which is stocked to support equipment in the field is 
an independent demand inventory. A dependent demand inventory 
is an inventory to support final assemblies. For example, a bicycle 
manufacturer who plans an order for 50 bikes in the next quarter 
requires 100 rims be in the inventory this quarter. The stocking 
requirements for the independent and dependent inventory are 
usually a result of forecasted data or anticipated seasonal demand 
trends. A material requirements planning (MRP) schedule is a tool 
used by manufacturers and production managers to gauge inventory 
levels for dependent demand items.
Independent demand inventories are more difficult to gauge, 
and require additional measures to guard against part unavailability 
during the reorder period. Thus, a service level policy is used to
T-3817
ensure within a statistical confidence interval that the demand for a 
requested part is available to satisfy the customer's demand. The 
reorder period is the amount of time elapsed until the stocking level 
is replenished, and a service level policy refers to the number of 
parts that can be supplied from inventory during the reorder period.
2.2 Cost
Inventory costs are carrying, ordering, shortage, and setup cost. 
The carrying costs, also known as the holding costs, are the costs to 
maintain an inventory. Carrying costs include interest on money 
invested in an inventory, obsolescence of parts, storage space to 
include heating and lighting, and operation cost which includes main­
tenance, physical inventory, and record keeping. Taxes, insurance, 
and protection against pilferage are considered carrying costs, as 
w ell.
Ordering costs are the costs to get a part into the inventory. 
Ordering costs are managerial and clerical costs to prepare the 
purchase or production order. This includes issuing a purchase 
requisition, follow-up steps and actions necessary to get the part 
received. Ordering costs are completed when the supplier is paid for 
the part.
A shortage cost results from a part being depleted from the 
inventory, therefore, a request for a part must either wait until the 
stock is replenished or be cancelled. Empirical solutions can be used
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to solve the shortage cost dilemma. Empirical solutions represent a 
trade-off between carrying stock for anticipated demand and the 
cost resulting from a stockout (Brown 1977, 185).
A setup cost is the cost to vary a production process; for 
example, the cost to obtain the necessary materials, to arrange the 
equipment setups, and to complete the necessary paper work.
Latent setup costs are the costs to fire, to hire, to train, or to layoff 
workers. Such latent setup costs are not considered to be relevant 
costs in this analysis.
2 .3  Model Formulation
This research will derive an ordering policy which minimizes 
the sum of costs so as to minimize the total annual cost to maintain 
the spare parts inventory. Specifically, this thesis will minimize the 
combined cost effects of the pertinent costs: carrying cost and
ordering cost.
Two general types of inventory systems are used to provide 
controls for maintaining goods or items to be stocked (Chase and 
Aquilano 1989, 581). The fixed-order quantity model, also referred 
to as the EOQ, and the fixed-time period model, also refered to as 
periodic review system. The basic distinction between the two 
models is that the fixed-order model is event triggered, and the 
fixed-time model is time triggered.
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Fixed-order quantity models, in general, require placing an 
order when the remaining inventory drops to the predetermined 
level, (R) the reorder point, and requires continuous monitoring of 
the remaining inventory. The fixed-order quantity is a model which 
is characteristically self-generating. Each time the inventory levels 
alter, the system must be updated to reflect withdrawls or additions 
to ensure that the reorder point has not been reached. A fixed-order 
quantity model is useful for monitoring expensive items or important 
items such as a critical pump or fan. This system provides for closer 
monitoring, and thus requires higher system maintenance because 
each entry must be recorded into the system.
The fixed-time model maintains a higher average inventory 
level since it protects against stockouts during the review period, (T). 
The fixed-time model requires counting of the inventory only at 
particular times. The counting and ordering frequency of the fixed­
time model is useful when suppliers routinely visit the warehouse to 
make deliveries or when transportation cost can be minimized. The 
fixed-time model generates order quantities that vary based on 
usage rates. The use of a fixed-time model tends to increase the 
safety stock as compared to the fixed-order quantity model. The 
fixed-time model assumes that the inventory is counted at only 
specified periods. It is possible to have a demand that reduces the 
stock level to zero which goes unnoticed when using the fixed-time 
model, so the use of a safety stock is prudent. To minimize this risk.
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the order quantity is determined based on average demand plus 
safety stock minus the inventory on hand (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 
596). Table 2.1 delineates the basic features of the fixed-order and 
fixed-tim e models.
The simplest of the inventory models, referred to as "EOQ" or 
fixed-order quantity, can be used when demand and lead time are 
known with certainty. The EOQ model provides a starting point for 
analysis using the fixed-order and fixed-time quantity models. 
Because the rate of demand is assumed to be constant the sawtooth 
shows a constant decline in the inventory level until the items are 
used up. Immediate replacement is assumed. The reorder point R is 
the number of items to be used during the time between placement 
and receipt of the order (lead time, L).
The fixed-order quantity determines the reorder point, R, 
which is a designated part level in the inventory. When using the 
fixed-order quantity model, the spare parts manager orders EOQ 
number of parts when the part level drops to R. The use of the 
sawtooth model requires underlying assumptions to derive the 
optimal order quantity and thus has limited application. The under­
lying assumptions for the fixed-order model are that demand is 
constant, lead time is constant, price per unit is constant, inventory 
holding cost is based on the average inventory, ordering cost is 
constant, and no back orders are permitted.
T-3817 13










Q constant order size
R when quantity on-hand 
equals reorder point
Continuously updating
Smaller than fixed-time 
model
Higher because of continuous 
updating
Higher priced, critical 
parts
Fixed-Time Period 
Q variable order size 
R at review period
Only at review period
Larger than fixed-order 
model
Source: Chase, R.B. and N.J. Aquilano. 1989. "Inventory Systems for 
Independent Demand." Chapter 12 in Production and Operations 
M anagem ent. 5th ed. Homewood, 111.: Irwin Publishing Co.
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The second basic inventory model is referred to as the fixed­
time quantity model. The assumptions for the fixed-time model are 
essentially the same as for the fixed-order model. However, the time 
period between orders is fixed while the quantity to be ordered 
varies. This type of model is useful when a vendor makes regularly 
scheduled deliveries, for example. Because the Rocky Flats Spare 
Parts Department orders from a variety of vendors, the fixed-order 
quantity approach is used in this analysis.
Inventory control models are derived by relating the relevant 
costs in an attempt to control these costs. The objective of the inven­
tory control policy is to minimize the annual total cost to maintain 
the inventory. The annual total cost is equated to the major annual 
cost contributors in an attempt to control these costs through policy. 
These major cost contributors are the ordering cost and the carrying 
cost. The following notation convention will be observed to develop 
the EOQ model:
TC = Total annual cost to maintain the part in inventory
Q = Number of items to order
EOQ = Optimal number of items ordered per order to minimize
inventory costs
D = Annual demand











Annual Total Cost = Annual Ordering Cost + Annual Carrying Cost
TC = (D/Q)K 4. (Q/2)CI (2.1)
In Eq. (2.1), (D/Q) is the annual ordering cost, and (Q/2)CI is the 
annual holding cost for the constant EOQ model. (Figure 2.1 shows the 
cost relationships.)
Once the cost equation has been formulated, the next step is to 
determine the optimal order quantity to minimize the total annual 
inventory cost. Figure 2.1 illustrates that the annual total cost is a 
minimum where the slope of the curve is zero. The total cost curve 





ÇI _= 0 (2.2)







I  S(order!n  
 ̂ cosEOQ
Order quantity  s i z e  (Q)
Figure 2.1. Cost Relationships
Source: Levin, R.I., D.S. Rubin, and J.P. Stinson. 1986. "Inventory I." 
In Chapter 6, Quantitative Approaches to Management. 6th ed. New 
York.
Using this method of solution, and assuming constant demand and 
constant lead time, no safety stock is necessary. The reorder point is 
determined next:
(Reorder Point) R = d L (2.4)
where R is the reorder point, d is the average daily demand, and L is
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the lead time in days. Notice that the reorder point is determined 
when the daily demand and the lead time are constants and known. 
To apply the model, the spare parts manager needs only to recognize 
when the stock level drops to the order point R, an order for the EOQ 
should be launched.
To establish a safety stock when using a service level policy, a 
percentage service level needs to be specified. For example, a 95% 
service level implies that 95% of the time when a part is requested 
during the lead time, it can be supplied immediately. The use of a 
service level policy is particularly fitted for inventory controls where 
ordering is small and randomly distributed (Chase and Aquilano 
1989, 588).
A safety stock is an inventory level carried to assure that 
demand is met during lead time. The use of a safety stock level will 
be determined using a statistical approach referred to as Expected z, 
or E(z) (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 588). E(z), where z is the
standard normal random variable, approximates the anticipated 
number of units short during lead time. The use of the Expected z 
approach requires small normally distributed demand. Therefore, to 
develop a service level policy, the number of units short must be 
known. For example, the average weekly demand is 100 units with a 
standard deviation of 10 units. Consider a weekly demand schedule 
of 111, 112, 113, 114, and 115 units or being short 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 
units.
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The use of the expected number out of stock (number short) 
versus the standard deviation chart developed by Brown solves part 
of the reorder point question (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 588). E(Z) is 
used when demand varies independently. It is derived using an 
integral approximation for the number short as it varies to infinity of 
the standard normal density (Nahmias 1989, 199). The lead time is 
normal with a mean of pi and a standard deviation Tf l  • Then the
standardized variate (z) is the difference between the reorder level 
and the mean divided by the standard deviation (Nahmias 1989,
199). Appendix A contains the tabular data for the expected number 
out of stock versus the standard deviation.
The calculation of the EOQ remains consistent with Eq. (2.3); 
however the revised order point equation is the sum of expected 
demand during lead time plus safety stock to ensure that the pre­
determined service level is met. The reorder point (R) may be 
defined as follows:
R =dL  + z(TTL) (2.5)
where
z = the z-statistic for a desired service level.
d = the average daily demand.
L = the lead time in days, and
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z ( t T l )  =  z  times the standard deviation of demand during 
lead time, the safety stock.
Equation (2.5) is used to cover a given percentage of demands 
during lead time (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 592). It does not 
establish the annual service level policy unless there is only one 
order per year. To incorporate the service level, assume the demand 
distribution over the lead time is normal (Brown 1977, 152), then for 
any given level of inventory there exist a probability that demand 
will exceed that level. Recall the discussion of Expected (z). There is 
an expected value of demand in the stocking range that is greater 
than the inventory level. The product of these two values is the 
expected value of shortage during lead time.
Using the standardized normal distribution coupled with the 
identity that shortage percentage times annual demand is the same 
number short per order times the number of orders per year (Chase 
and Aquilano 1989, 592), it can be shown that
(1-P) D = E(z) TÏL (D/Q) (2.6)
where
P = the desired service level
E(z) = the expected number of units short for a 
given level of safety stock z, and
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tTl  = the standard deviation of demand during lead 
time.
D = Demand (weekly)
The expected number of units short for the standardized 
normal distribution is multiplied by the standard deviation of 
demand (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 592). Thus Eq. (2.6) may be 
rewritten as
E(z) = (1-P) O (2.7)
By solving Eq. (2.7), the standard variate can be determined 
from Appendix A. The standard variate is multiplied by the 
standard deviation of demand during lead time. This product, 
coupled with average daily demand times the lead time, redefines 
the reorder point given the service level.
2 .4  Varying Demand
For demand patterns which are rare and non-routinely 
occurring, a formula by Hillier and Lieberman (1966) and Tavares 
and Almeida (1983) can be used. If the expected number of units 
demanded per year is less than the ratio of holding costs to ordering 
costs, then do not stock the item. For important parts, the ordering
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cost is increased to reflect the cost of not having the part on hand. 
Here, management must choose the dollar amount to add for 
shortages.
Recall, to formulate the model, demand was assumed to be in 
units of each; however, some applications of an inventory model 
require a true demand schedule which could be greater than one. 
Parts should be identified in the model to reflect usage. For example, 
if  a part is replaced as a set, then the set should be identified as the 
stocking requirement. The reorder point should be set at one less 
than the set size.
2 .5  Other Models and Techniques 
for Inventory Control
In addition to the service level approach to setting reorder 
level, other models might be considered for solving the problem of 
varying demand during lead time.
Schneider (1978) claimed that most of the methods published 
are not applicable for use because of the complexity. Schneider 
continued to point out the need to use simplifying assumptions when 
formulating inventory systems. For example, Schneider uses a 
simplifying assumption when solving the max-min inventory system. 
The difference between the maximum and minimum inventory 
levels, according to Schneider, tends to infinity and is represented by 
a set of equations for approximating a desired service level. Using an 
(s,S) model, Schneider defines a function, G(s) which is equal to a
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calculated constant. The constant is determined from a desired 
service level, the second moment of demand, and the mean value of 
dem and.
The (s,S) model is a max-min model used to determine the 
maximum and minimum inventory stocking levels. It instructs the 
warehouse manager when the inventory level drops to s, the 
minimum stock, and an order is placed for enough items to replenish 
the stock to the maximum level, S. The (s,S) levels are determined 
from the reorder point and the EOQ. The minimum stock is at the 
reorder point; the maximum is the sum of the reorder point and the 
EOQ value.
The (s,S) model has been researched by others. Archibald and 
Silver (Glass 1985, 16) attempted to optimize both the (s,S) values of 
the model. The technique uses an iterative process to bound S, the 
maximum inventory. It verifies S through an iterative process of 
comparing local optima.
Dynamic programming is a technique used to solve the inven­
tory control problem. By use of an iterative approach, the optimal 
solution determines the ordering given a known demand (Nahmias 
1989, 252). This dynamic programming heuristic commonly referred 
to as the Wagner and Whitin algorithm, requires that demand be 
accurate and that adequate computer capacity is available for 
computations. The heuristic will determine the lowest total cost, a 
function of the cost input.
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Part-period balancing is a model which attempts to balance the 
holding cost and the ordering cost. This technique considers the 
quantity held in the inventory times the period of time that quantity 
is held (Nahmias 1989, 257). The use of the part-period balancing 
technique is heavily dependent on demand per period.
Computationally less restrictive and an easier heuristic, the use 
of lot-for-lot ordering is based upon a forecast. Lot-for-lot ordering 
requires the warehouse manager to order for some periods in 
advance, given a forecast. Lot-for-lot ordering can be shown to 




REVIEW OF THE EXISTING ECONOMIC 
ORDER QUANTITY MODEL
3.1 System Description
It is fundamental that no change be proposed in any system 
that works before it is demonstrated that the analyst understands (a) 
the background situation and (b) the present operating inventory 
system. This chapter discusses the necessary background; and in 
Appendix B the reader is walked step-by-step through the present 
inventory process.
The Department of Energy operates the Rocky Flats Plant, a 
part of the nation's defense department which fabricates plutonium 
trigger devices. Inventory concerns are costly and critical in produc­
tion areas where parts are necessary to maintain vital equipment, 
and downtime as a result of unavailable spare parts is viewed as 
unacceptable. Initial estimates indicate a spare parts inventory of 
approximately $12 million.
The Maintenance Department, responsible for ensuring that all 
equipment is safely operated, is staffed by three managers, a fore­
man, and two clerks responsible for the operation and management 
of the spare parts inventory. The Purchasing Department has a 
manager, three to five senior buyers, and a clerk primarily 
responsible for the purchasing support of the spare parts inventory.
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The following system description will identify the current 
operating conditions observed in the field after talking with the 
employees. The system description will outline the part origination 
to include the necessary form to initiate/remove a spare part, the 
purchasing support to procure the part, the proper receiving of the 
part, and the annual auditing of the spare parts inventory.
The Maintenance Department is primarily responsible for the 
creation/deletion record of spare parts. The Purchasing Department 
is responsible for the procurement of the parts. The Central Receiv­
ing Department receives the part and ships the part to the ware­
house. The Maintenance Department is responsible for performing a 
yearly audit of all parts in the inventory. A system description 
delineates the process.
The Maintenance Department reviews all requests for spare 
parts to determine whether the part will be stored as a spare part. 
Once the part is requested, the RF46999 form is reviewed by the 
area maintenance engineer for correct quantity levels and limits. 
After talking with the requestor, the area maintenance engineer 
verifies the form's accuracy by signing the form and forwarding it to 
the Maintenance managers. The Maintenance Manager and the 
Material Control Manager review the form, make corrections, sign 
and date it, and pass the information to the spare parts department. 
The completion of the form requires both managers’ signature to 
authorize the part being stored as a spare part.
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The warehouse foreman or his designee assigns a plant stock­
ing code number to the part. The warehouse foreman is usually the 
only person to assign code numbers.
The RF 46999 form information is entered into the computer 
by a warehouse stocking clerk. This information creates a part 
record in the plant's mainframe computer. The mainframe computer 
has an EOQ model available. To initiate/create a record in the com­
puter system, the following five input/output screens are used:
1. Master Screen (SAD-1)
2. Master Segment (SBD-1)
3. Extended Description (SDD-1) — OPTIONAL
4. Stock Location (SLD-1)
5. Add Where Used Record (SUD-1)
Master Screen: To create a Master Screen record in the com­
puter the following information is entered: Vendor Name,
Manufacturer Name, Part Number, Major Description, Minor 
Description, Packet Number, and Unit of Issue.
Master Segment: To create a Master Segment Screen record in 
the computer, the following information is entered. The Quantity 
levels. Impact codes, and Min/Max levels supplied on the form. The 
quantity level information is supplied by the area maintenance 
engineer. Impact codes are supplied by the requester. The max/min 
levels are set by the warehouse personnel.
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Extended Description: The extended description information
entered into the computer provides an additional description label 
field which allows for more information to describe the part. This 
information is supplied to better assist warehouse personnel indenti- 
fying a particular part.
Mod Stock Location: This screen is used to identify the location
of the part in the warehouse enabling warehouse personnel to find 
the part at a later date.
Add Where Used Record: To create this record the Manufac­
turer's Name, Model Number, and User information is entered. The 
building the part will be used in, and preventive maintenance 
operation (PMO) number will also be entered.
The steps necessary to request a part for storage in the 
warehouse as a spare part were briefly described. Next, an outline of 
the steps required to delete a record from the computer system will 
be discussed.
The screens necessary to delete a file are similar to those used 
to create a record.
1. Quantity On-Hand (SYD-4)
2. Deletion Record (SOD-3)
3. Location Code (SLD-3)
4. Master File (SAD-1)
Before any record of a part is completely deleted from the 
system, the clerk will use the four screens delineated above.
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Quantity On-Hand will be determined. This will tell the clerk 
how many parts to delete from the record.
Deletion Record is initiated to replace the record with a zero 
on-hand accounting record.
Location Code is recorded and removed from the files.
Master File is corrected to reflect the status change.
The computer system greatly facilitates the record keeping and 
stocking levels of various parts on-hand. The results from observing 
a clerk perform this operation indicated the time required to com­
plete a part creation record varied from 2 manhours to 40 manhours,
depending on the amount of missing information. An average of 4 
manhours to perform this task will be used based on observing a 
stocking clerk considered to be an expert.
Once signed off with appropriate authorizations, and the form's 
data is entered into the computerized spare parts system  
(PMS/SIMS), the computer automatically generates a purchase requi­
sition. The purchasing department reviews the request and procures 
the part.
Spare parts are sent to the warehouse for storage from various 
users on site, or from excessed material being sent to the warehouse 
for storage, or from the production areas designated 00 series. The 
00 inventory is designated this way to indicate the part has not been 
requested in two years.
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After the part has been received, it is delivered to the plant's 
central receiving warehouse where it is inspected for observable 
defects or product tampering, then the part is shipped to the main­
tenance spare parts warehouse. The warehouse personnel inspect 
the part for a receiver tag attached by the receiving department.
The receiver tag identifies who requested the part and where the 
part is to be shipped.
In summary, after the requester completes the necessary form 
and the maintenance supervision and area engineers review the 
form, the purchasing department will procure the part. The part is
received in the central receiving warehouse, inspected, and shipped
to the spare parts warehouse. The part is shipped to the requester 
for final use. Extra parts are stored in the warehouse.
3.2 Plant Material Svstem
In a conversation with the warehouse foreman, it was deter­
mined the spare parts department did not use the EOQ model on the
plant's mainframe computer but rather used the max-min levels
supplied by the area maintenance engineers. According to the 
warehouse foreman, stocking levels are determined by him. He 
reviews the max-min levels supplied, then using his best estimate, 
he identifies the number of spare parts to be ordered and stocked. 
According to the management policy, it was unacceptable to not have 
spare parts available for vital equipment.
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The EOQ model on the plant’s mainframe computer was not 
being used by the Maintenance Spare Parts department. However, 
the model was reviewed to determine if it could be used to assist in 
controlling the inventory. The EOQ model was supplied by the 
Savannah River facility. The model is closely related to the Wilson 
EOQ model in that it will identify the EOQ and the reorder point. 
However, the model does use default values which create gross 
errors in stocking levels.
Appendix B contains the computer program used by the plant 
to determine the EOQ/Reorder Point values. The data used in the 
simulation was supplied by the Maintenance Spare Parts Department. 
It represents a part on the General Warehouse's list of vital parts, 
and is only intended to demonstrate how the mainframe computer 
uses the EOQ model to analyze the part data. The data is FY 1989 
data.
Users generate the data. The part cost is supplied by the 
vendor. The lead time is determined by the computer, and is based 
upon the amount of time that elapses before receiving the requested 
part. However, this value is a default value. The number of parts 
received is recorded as received, and the number issued is recorded 
when customers request spare parts. The number returned are parts
not issued and returned to the manufacturer. The quantity on-hand
is the current inventory level. A month-by-month usage is recorded
to account for the part's usage.
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3.3 Shelf Life Items
Neither the General Warehouse nor the Spare Parts Department 
use the EOQ calculation for the shelf life problem. According to the 
existing warehouse procedure, a separate stock list of limited shelf 
items will be developed and maintained. The physical stock on-hand 
must be checked at least quarterly to determine that there is no 
expired stock on-hand and that the stock-picking operation is 
conforming to a first-in/first-out procedure. If expired stock is 
found, the reorder quantities are adjusted to a level commensurate 
with no loss of stock and the expired stock is written off the records.
This procedure is a manual system requiring the General Ware­
house personnel to verify the shelf life of all perishable items and 
arbitrarily reorder at a point which is commensurate with the use. If 
expired items are found, they are written off the books.
The Spare Parts Department does not use a perishable inven­
tory model.
3 .4  S ummarv
In short this author discovered in the process of analyzing the 
present EOQ system that the system would use default economic 
order quantities and order points virtually 100% of the time. This 
resulted in "hard wired" default values being always used. It was 
also decided that the "optimum" revised model would be one using 
EOQ but one allowing individual reorder points based on service level
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and EOQs to be instantly updated, based on the previous 12-month 
demand. The revised model is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
REVISED INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM
The inventory control model formulated for the plant's ware­
house was applied to the existing inventory to determine if stocking 
levels could be improved. The model was formulated accounting for 
the safety stocking levels to be 95% confident that demand during 
lead time could be accommodated. Hand solutions demonstrated that 
the stocking levels could be significantly improved when using the 
model. A random sample of 12 parts was chosen as a test case. Total 
cost was calculated using the present EOQs and reorder points, and 
then calculated using the revised model. For the 12 randomly chosen 
parts, the revised model projected savings in excess of $160,000 per 
year. The analysis for one of the sample parts can be found in 
Appendix C.
This reflects a 30%-40% carrying cost savings when compared 
to the inventory on-hand. It was conjectured that a proportional 
savings might be expected on the total inventory at Rocky Flats. 
Management was quite impressed with the sample savings and the 
author was encouraged to proceed.
The method of implementation discussed with the maintenance 
department requires allowing the inflated stocking levels to be 
adjusted to the revised stocking levels. The model assumes a 95% 
stocking confidence for all parts which tends to slightly inflate stock­
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ing levels. Use of the model must be understood completely prior to 
implementation. The model has latent pitfalls for the unfamiliar 
user. Models are designed to be used as a tool for managers.
The use of a new method/idea should only be applied when it 
can be demonstrated that the improved method will improve 
customer service while reducing costs.
Specifically, the model used was formulated to determine the 
optimal order quantity, a function of the ordering cost and the 
carrying cost. The average daily demand was determined based 
upon the 12 previous months of historical data. Using the average 
daily demand, the standard deviation of use during lead time was 
determ ined .
Using the same part information supplied by the Maintenance 
Department and discussed in Chapter 3, the revised model was used 
to determine the EOQ and reorder point for the same part. This 
analysis appears, as mentioned before, in Appendix C.
The number of units short that met the desired 95% service 
level was estimated using the optimal order quantity and the 
demand during lead time. The Z-factor was determined for use in 
determining the reorder quantity. The tabularized Z-factors are 
based upon a normalized mean of zero and standard deviation of one. 
The Z-factor is the number of standard deviations of safety stock.
The table of Z-factors has been included in Appendix A for review.
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The reorder point was formulated using the average daily 
demand given the lead time plus the standard deviation of usage 
during lead time, the safety stock. From Eq. (2.3) and (2.5) the two 
critical points of interest are identified to the warehouse manager, 
the EOQ and the reorder point. These two points identify to the 
warehouse manager when the stocking level gets to the reorder 
point, order the economic order quantity.
When the model was applied to the inventory, the reduced 
carrying cost was determined to be $3.79 million. Logistically, the 
reduced purchasing support was determined to be $200,000, and the 
reduced auditing cost was estimated to be reduced by $30,000 based 
upon fewer parts remaining in the inventory. An estimate of $4.01 
million o f savings to the company was projected based upon part 
reductions, improved utilization of warehouse space, and minimized 
purchasing support.
4.1  What To Do With The Unnecessarv 
Parts
For part levels within the service level, no immediate action 
was necessary. For parts with high levels in stock and no usage in 
the past two years, many of these parts were/are being sent to the 
Physical Recovery and Disposal Department to await disposition. 
These parts will be listed on the federal government's parts listing 
register. For unique parts not used in the past two years, a request
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will be made to the user to determine if the part should continue to 
be stocked. If so, it will be stocked at 95% confidence based upon 
usage.
4 .2  ABC Inventory Planning
ABC inventory planning will be used to assist in identifying the 
major cost contributors. With these parts identified, they will be 
considered first. The use of ABC planning will allow the warehouse 
manager to focus on the most important parts in the inventory. ABC
planning is a cost roadmap through the inventory.
The ABC approach, outlined previously, divides the inventory 
into three groupings according to value (Chase and Aquilano 1989, 
605). An items account for approximately the top 15% by SKU, B 
items account for the next 35% by SKU, and C items the remaining 
50% of the parts by SKU.
4.3  Inventory Accuracy and Reordering
As a result of information obtained in the field investigation, 
the following comments have been summarized to emphasize the 
need for more accurate and better recording techniques to ensure
the data in the computer is as accurate as possible. These comments
are included only to illustrate where "bad" data could possibly com­
promise the output.
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Proper accounting for parts is sometimes difficult because 
errors can easily be introduced into the system by an employee’s 
carelessness. For example, if a spare part is inaccurately coded into 
the computer, then inaccuracies in the inventory may lead to false 
ordering conditions.
Once the part and receiver form are received in the warehouse 
the part is routed to a particular building or stored in the warehouse. 
If the clerk inadvertently mislabels the disposition of the part, there 
is no way to trace the part directly.
The results obtained from the computer must be closely  
scrutinized and field verified. The existing data on the computer 
must be updated to reflect the current cost of the operation. For 
example the lead time for all parts should not be coded by default to 
75 days. Some parts are a part of existing systems contracting for 
which the delivery lead time can be as few as 2 days or as many as 5 
days. The use of the 75-day lead time for all parts using the com­
puter is a self-generating measure which inflates all part levels.
4 .4  Field Investigation Report
A field investigation was initiated to determine if the number 
of spare parts could be minimized. Many employees suggested 
improvements which are noteworthy. This list is only partial and 
may not reflect all ideas or concerns regarding the warehouse. 
Appendix I contains the field investigation report.
AMTHUR LAKES LIIEA M  
COLOWÈOO iCffO O I. of M NES 
G O L O m  COLORADO 80401
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4.4 .1  Use of Bar Coding
A warehouse clerk with 10 years experience in the warehouse 
suggested the use of bar coding. According to the clerk, bar coding of 
the receiver would help expedite receiving. This would help because 
of the number of screens that are necessary to create a record. The 
bar coding would reduce the number of key strokes and the potential 
for error. Coding and electronic ordering are potential options to 
help speed up this process.
The use of bar coding was discussed with the Maintenance 
Department, and it is now being used in the warehouse to help 
expedite the receiving process. The use of bar coding to scan code 
the computer was in progress at the time this thesis was being 
completed. Bar coding will significantly minimize the time required
to process a spare part into the system.
4 .4 .2  Redundant Orders
According to the same clerk redundant orders may or may not 
be detected. By redundant, if a part is already in the spare parts 
inventory, and if purchasing or the warehouse does not catch this
redundant ordering of that part, then the part will be purchased and
shipped to the warehouse for storage.
The revised model and the purging of unnecessary data will 
assist identifying redundant parts in stock. Stocking classification 
and the use of the Federal Parts Listing code numbers will help
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identify parts classified on the computer system and enable purchas­
ing to better identify parts. Purchasing, maintenance, and the ware­
house personnel will be alerted to redundant orders, and thus help 
reduce this concern.
4 .4 .3  The Use of Electronic Ordering
One clerk suggested the use of electronic ordering would 
provide a direct link to the supplier/manufacturer, and would 
minimize the procurement time. The plans to begin using electronic 
ordering have been identified, and the Maintenance Department will 
be reporting concerning its trial use.
4 .5  Reduction of Unnecessary Parts
When the model was applied to the existing inventory, the 
following factors were used to outline an implementation plan.
4 .5 .1  Part Classifications As A Cost Roadmap
Ninety-four part classifications were considered for part reduc­
tions. These ninety-four part classifications account for the $3.7 
million reduction in inventory carrying cost. Appendix E delineates 
the reduced inventory cost by part classification. With this 
information the warehouse manager has a cost diagram by part 
classification code number.
Three part classifications account for 31% of the reduced carry­
ing cost. These parts are common items, and stocking levels can be
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minimized using existing systems contracting. There are four addi­
tional part classifications which account for a combined 44% of the 
reduced carrying cost. The seven-part classifications should be 
considered first. These seven-part classifications will result in the 
greatest savings based upon the number of unnecessary parts. The 
ninety-four part classifications outlined in Appendix E is one cost 
approach to reduced inventory stocking levels and minimized costs.
4 .5 .2  Use of ABC Part Classifications As 
A Cost Roadmap
Another cost approach appears in Appendix F. Appendix F 
outlines the major cost contributors of the spare parts whose savings 
are greater than $10,000. This cost diagram instructs the warehouse 
manager to first reduce those parts which will result in the greatest 
saving. This list of twenty-five parts accounts for 14% of the inven­
tory carrying cost. Not every part identified can be minimized 
because some are limited life parts. Each part must be considered 
for its reduction. The model must be reformulated when applied to 
the limited life items. The EOQ and the reorder point for these parts 
is formulated by altering the annual cycle time. These parts are 
considered "A" classified parts.
Appendix G contains a listing of the parts which represent 
reduced cost greater than $1,000, but less than $10,000. These parts
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RECOMMENDATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR CONTINUED RESEARCH
The revised inventory control model was implemented October 
1, 1990. Table 5.1, the Action Plan to Support the Reduction in Spare 
Parts Inventory, specifies the Department's plan for implementation 
of actions required to provide the Spare Parts Department with the 
data to reduce the cost of spare parts inventory. This plan also 
designates the functional manager responsible for ensuring com ple­
tion of the action steps. These action dates are identified to permit 
assessment of the effectiveness of the actions during the implemen­
tation period for this plan.
As with any new system once implemented, an evaluation 
phase immediately follows in order to determine whether the new 
system serves the purpose for which it was designed. Specifically, 
does the new tool improve the system's efficiency, reduce 
unnecessary work, minimize the number of spare parts and/or
reduce operational costs? In the case of this project, the answer is
yes.
The revised control model was developed from the basic 
economic order quantity model, Eq. (2.3), using site specific cost 
information. The reorder point, Eq. (2.5), was determined using the
service level policy. The safety stock which ensures the service level
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Table 5.1 Action Plan to Support the Reduction in the Spare Parts 
Inventory
This plan provides a time-phased schedule with discrete steps for implementation of 
actions required to provide the Maintenance Spare Parts Department with data to 
effectively and efficiently minimize the number of unnecessary spare parts.
Action steps are listed. The individuals responsible for ensuring completion of the action 
steps are identified. Action dates are provided to permit assessment of the effectiveness 
of actions during the implementation period for this plan.
This plan shows the steps which have been completed to date. This plan reflects the 
culmination of a two year study.
Action
1. Begin immediately to remove/ 
excess unnecessary or unused 
parts from the spare parts.
2. Discontinue ordering parts 









3. Hire Logistical Manager F. Pope Start: 4-15-90
Complete: 9-15-90
4. Evaluate unique/obsolete parts 
using mainentance engineers, users. 
Operations Manager, Building 
Manager, etc.
D. E. Black Start: 9-26-90
Complete: On-going
5. Initiate new systems contracts 
custom fitted to the Spare Parts 
Department. For example, com­
pressor parts.
6. Implement the revised EOQ/ 
Reorder Point model.







7. After one year, evaluate the 
effectiveness of the revised EOQ/ 
Reorder Point model.
F. Pope Start: 10-1-90
Complete: 10-15-91
8. Recommend use of the revised 







DETAILED UNDERSTANDINGS TO SUPPORT ACTION PLAN
1. The Spare Parts Department has completed the preliminary removal of obsolete
or unused parts from the warehouse. The parts are being shipped to Physical 
Utility and Disposal (PU&D). A partial list of parts that were sent to PU&D is 
available upon request.
2. The Spare Parts Department has discontinued accepting purchase requests
from departmental personnel for parts which can be purchased on existing 
systems contracts.
3. The revised EOQ/Reorder Point Model will be used as a tool for the warehouse
manager to assist in reducing spare parts. The model will be adjusted during 
this period of usage.
4 . Data collected will be analyzed, after one year, to determine whether the model
can be used in the General Warehouse.
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was considered in Eq. (2.6). The reorder point for each part was 
determined using the average daily demand, part lead time and a z- 
statistic for desired service level. The Rocky Flats model was 
formulated using an expected cost equation to estimate the holding 
and ordering costs given the lumpy demand and the service level 
policy. From this equation, a minimum cost was determined to 
operate the warehouse. The order sizes and order points were 
identified also.
This revised EOQ model was implemented in October 1990, so 
to accurately determine the reduced cost associated with its use will 
require the use of projected savings. However, recall that the goal of 
this research effort is to minimize the number of unnecessary parts 
carried in the spare parts inventory. To accomplish this objective 
required several dependent tasks be identified and changes made.
5.1 R ecom m endations
The first step to minimizing the obsolete inventory required 
personnel to identify unnecessary or unused parts from in the spare 
parts warehouse. This inventory reduction of all the nonessential 
parts, as defined to be a part which had not been used in the past 
two years or was not identified by maintenance engineers as a 
critical part, allowed the warehouse manager to better utilize the 
warehouse space. A partial list of parts removed from the Spare 
Parts Department appears in Appendix H. Reducing the inventory
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also reduced the carrying cost of the operation. The reduced 
carrying cost was difficult to determine because part cost 
information was not always available. However, it was estimated to 
reduce the annual average carrying cost by 1.25% or $160 thousand. 
Equally important, the warehouse could reuse 10,000 sq. ft. of space 
which previously was occupied by these parts.
After removing these parts from the shelves, the Spare Parts 
Department was able to focus on parts with a usage history. To 
reduce the ordering cost of the operation, all parts which could be 
procured on existing systems contracts or drop shipments were 
purchased using these contracts. The cost to procure parts by using 
the existing contracts could be reduced by $125 per order or the 
ordering cost was reduced from $150 per order to $25 per order. 
These contracts are independent of use and the ordering cost is fixed. 
The use of these contracts greatly facilitates use of the revised model 
because lead time is known by contract agreement. Previously, the 
lead time was difficult, if not impossible, to know with certainty. The 
current model being used by Rocky Flats requires a default value for 
lead time which tends to inflate the inventory levels on-hand. With 
the successful utilization of existing systems contracts, the Spare 
Parts Department has begun to create other contracts for a larger 
portion of the inventory. For the calendar year January to December 
1989, the Purchasing Department had placed 1,336 orders to support 
the Spare Parts Department, 50% of the orders placed could have
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been purchased on existing systems contracts reducing the purchas­
ing cost by $83,500 and the purchasing support by 834 manhours.
The lack of an authority figure or functional manager in the 
Spare Parts Department during the latter half of this research effort 
highlighted another latent problem preventing logistical control for 
the Maintenance Department. Specifcially, there was no ownership 
of the logistical system. The Maintenance Department was able to 
hire a Logistical Manager prior to implementing the revised model.
The new Logistics Manager and the Deputy Maintenance 
Manager will review the EOQ/Reorder Point Model after one year of 
use to adjust the model. Annually, the model will be reviewed to 
purge unnecessary data or make corrections to it. The annual review 
of the model is identified in the implementation plan, and provides 
another internal control point for the Maintenance Department to 
prevent reoccurrence of inflated stocking levels due to the model not 
being revised to reflect changes in operational costs.
Implementation of the revised model coupled with the other 
cost-cutting measures in the Maintenance Logistics Department 
account for significant savings to be projected for the company.
When the revised model ran on the computer, the savings was 
projected to be $4.01 million. The cost savings was determined by 
reducing the carrying cost of unnecessary/obsolete parts, minimizing 
the purchasing support necessary to procure a spare part, and 
improved utilization of warehouse space by lowering the maximum
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and minimum part stocking requirements while establishing a 
service level policy.
The revised EOQ/ Reorder Point model was based on a 95% 
service level which will slightly inflate the inventory stocking levels; 
however, the 95% service level policy, initially, will prevent 
inadvertently removing parts which may be essential.
Application of the revised model will not be prohibitive based 
on implementation costs. The Information Systems Management 
(ISM) group responsible for maintaining the program can set up the 
computer in less than one hour, and the program can be executed in 
less than an hour after connecting the program to the data base. If 
the program is run at night, then it will not interfere with any other 
demands to the system. The number of lines of code necessary to 
execute the revised model has been minimized, thus reducing the 
time to execute the program and the associated operational cost.
Because the new system has no guarantee for success, initially 
the new model will be cautiously and prudently applied at the plant. 
The model will be used as a tool to assist reducing the number of 
unnecessary spare parts for a period of at least one year prior to 
implementing its usage on all spare parts. The model will need to be 
adjusted to handle the detailed idiosyncrasies of managing so large 
an interconnected logistics responsibility.
Unsolicited comments from management regarding the revised 
model are positive. Department personnel expected to use the model
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state feeling comfortable with it. Involvement of the warehouse 
personnel in the final review of the model will continue to stimulate 
interest and a feeling of ownership. The warehouse personnel 
possess a unique appreciation for parts which the reports may not 
highlight.
5 .3  Suggestions for Continued Research
Inventory control systems have been widely publicized to date. 
Novice practitioners can easily peruse text, discussions and models 
on any number of inventory control topics. On-going research in 
inventory control will continue to improve, redefine and simplify 
application of logistical models while answering the two basic 
questions, how many parts to stock and when to replenish stock.
Until recently published work, referenced earlier in Chapter 2, a 
lumpy demand pattern had not been analyzed. Lumpy demand 
patterns are an inventory control manager's nightmare, and 
continued research is required to better model these demand 
patterns.
The model was developed to assist the logistics manager in 
reducing the number of unnecessary spare parts. This model was
formulated from equations thought to be simple. The reorder point 
calculation uses the average daily demand and the standard devia­
tion during lead time. This calculation requires additional attention 
during the implementation phase to evaluate its effectiveness.
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Perhaps the most significant unanswered question involves the 
determination of how accurate the data in the system really are. 
Throughout this study inconsistencies in data stored in the computer 
were detected. To correct these inconsistencies only data which 
could be field verified were evaluated. The Spare Parts Department 
will continue to correct problems with the data identified in the field 
investigation .
There are two distinct logistical departments at the Rocky Flats 
Plant, the General Warehouse and the Spare Parts Warehouse.
Rarely are resources combined for the effective utilization of spare 
parts. Both departments are autonomous and both organizationally 
report to a different boss. This lack of cohesion between the two 
groups provides an impediment to effective logistic control. The 
revised EOQ model provides a rare opportunity to facilitate the inte­
gration both the spare parts department and the general warehouse 
under a single director responsible for the logistical support to the 
plant. In any case, the revised EOQ model will be used in both 
departments to minimize operational costs.
In summary, the application of an inventory control model 
involving support of vital and critical parts can be formulated using 
the same models that a nonvital, noncritical inventory would use. In 
short, in this thesis we have described an inventory control system, 
studied it, determined that it could be efficiently revised, revised it.
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applied the revised model to a sample with good results, gained 
management acceptance, and implemented it.
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E(z.) z E(z) z E(z) z
4.500 -4.50 1.437 -1.40 0.023 1.60
4.400 -4.40 1.346 -1.30 0.018 1.70
4.300 -4.30 1.256 -1.20 0.014 1.80
4.200 -4.20 1.169 -1.10 0.011 1.90
4.100 -4.10 1.083 -1.00 0.008 2.00
4.000 -4.00 1.000 -0.90 0.006 2.10
3.900 -3.90 0.920 -0.80 0.005 2.20
3.800 -3.80 0.843 -0.70 0.004 2.30
3.700 -3.70 0.769 -0.60 0.003 2.40
3.600 -3.60 0.698 -0.50 0.002 2.50
3.500 -3.50 0.630 -0.40 0.001 2.60
3.400 -3.40 0.567 -0.30 0.001 2.70
3.300 -3.30 0.507 -0.20 0.001 2.80
3-200 -3.20 0.451 -0.10 0.001 2.90
3.100 -3.10 0.399 0.00 0.000 3.00
3.000 -3.00 0.399 0.00 0.000 3.10
2.901 -2.90 0.351 0.10 0.000 3.20
2.801 -2.80 0.307 0.20 0.000 3.30
2.701 -2.70 0.267 0.30 0.000 3.40
2.601 -2.60 0.230 0.40 0.000 3.50
2.502 -2.50 0.198 0.50 0.000 3.60
2.403 -2.40 0.169 0.60 0.000 3.70
2.303 -2.30 0.143 0.70 0.000 3.80
2.205 -2.20 0.120 0.80 0.000 3.90
2.106 -2.10 0.100 0.90 0.000 4.00
2.008 -2.00 0.083 1.00 0.000 4.10
1.911 -1.90 0.069 1.10 0.000 4.20
1.814 -1.80 0.056 1.20 0.000 4.30
1.718 -1.70 0.046 1.30 0.000 4.40
1.623 -1.60 0.037 1.40 0.000 4.50
1.529 -1.50 0.029 1.50
z = Number of standard deviations of safety stock
E(z) = Expected number of units short
Source: Revised from Robert G. Brown. Decision Rules for Inventory




THE ROCKY FLATS LOGISTICAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
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Appendix B 
The Rocky Flats Logistical Computer Program
Month: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Usage: 396 396 1368 1656 360 1260 1080 684 972 756 648 684
Cost/ Unit : $7.38




(Quantity On-Hand) QOH : 3,276
Reorder Point 2,400
EOQ : 1,800
STEP 1: Read-In Data Files; Decision Branch: 
Determine Monthly Average Issue
At this point the program will access data from other files, such 
as the default values for the program and usage history. The 
program will sort to identify those parts designated "H" for 
Handford's EOQ calculation or "S" for Sandia's EOQ calculation.
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NOTE: The program will execute the Sandia EOQ calculation.
The program calculates the monthly average issue for the 
previous 12 months. This is done by summing the previous 12 
months issue and dividing by 12,
MFAVGISS = 10260/12 = 855
STEP 2: Deviation Routine
The deviation routine is the absolute value of the sum of the 
difference between the monthly average issue (MFAVGISS) and 
each month's issue, squared (DEV-SQ).
DEVIATION ROUTINE
Dev (1)= (409)2 = 167281 Dev( 7)= (275)2 = 7 5 5 2 5
(2)= (409)2 = 167281 ( 8)= (121)2 = 1 4 5 4 1
(3)= (563)2 = 316959 ( 9)= (167)2 = 27889
(4)= (851)2 = 724201 (10)= (49)2 = 2401
(5)= (445)2 = 198029 (11)= (157)2 = 24649
(6)= (455)2 = 207025 (12)= (121)2 = 1 4 4 5 1
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STEP 3: Monthly Sum Deviation
This is the sum of the monthly deviations of the previous 12 
m onths.
MFSUMDEV = 1940452 (Sum of Sq. Dev (1-12).
STEP 4: Monthly Mean Average Deviation Routine
The monthly mean average deviation is the monthly sum devi­
ation divided by the twelve months. Then, the monthly mean 
average deviation is recalculated by taking the square root of 
MFMADEV. And finally, the MFMADEV is multiplied by 2 (2- 
SIGMA).
a. MFMADEV = 1940452/12 = 161704
b. MFMADEV = (161704)SQRT = 402
c. 2-SIGMA = 2 X 402 = 804
STEP 5: 2-Sigma Limit
The 2-SIGMA-Limit is the sum of MFAVGISS, calculated in 
STEP 1, plus the 2-SIGMA, calculated above. The 2-Sigma Limit 
also performs a bounding function. If the monthly usage IS 
GREATER THAN the 2-SIGMA determined above, then the
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program assigns the K-SIGMA value to the monthly usage 
history; otherwise, the monthly usage is added to TOTISS (total 
issue). This ensures that no order is greater than the 2-SIGMA 
Limit.
TWO-SIG-LIMIT = MFAVGISS + MFMADEV = 1659
STEP 6 : K-SIGMA Routine
The K-SIGMA routine is the difference between the calculated 
TWO-SIG-LIMIT and the monthly usage. This difference is 
then squared throughout the 1 2 -month usage history.
K-SIGMA ROUTINE
K-SIGA (1) = 396




(6 ) = 1260
(7) = 1080
(8 ) = 684
(9) = 972
( 1 0 ) = 756
( 1 1 ) = 648
( 1 2 ) = 684
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STEP 7: Monthly Two-Sigma Average
This is the sum of the TOTISS/number of months.
MF2SIGMA = 10125/12 = 844 
STEP 8 : K-SIGMA Deviation
This is the difference between the MF2SIGMA routine and the 
1 2 -month usage history.
K-SIG (1)= (448)2 = 200704 K-SIG (7)= (236)2 = 56696
(2)= (448)2 = 200704 (8 )= (160)2 = 25600
(3)= (524)2 = 274576 (9)= (128)2 = 16384
(4)= (677)2 = 458329 (10)= (88)2 = 7 7 4 4
(5)= (484)2 = 234256 (11)= (196)2 = ]g416
(6 )= (416)2 = 173056 (12)= (160)2 = 25600
STEP 9: MFSUMDEV
The monthly sum deviation is determined by
a. DEV-ROUNDED which is the month by month difference 
between the K-SIGMA monthly values and the 
MF2SIGMA values.
(SUM)DEV-ROUNDED = (SUM) K-SIGMA - MF2SIGMA
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b. DEV-SQ-ROUNDED which is the monthly DEV-ROUNDED 
values squared.
c. MFSUMDEV is the (SUM) of the DEV-SQ-ROUNDED 
values.
MFSUMDEV = (SUM) DEV-SQ-ROUNDED
STEP 10: MFMADEV
The MFMADEV is the MFSUMDEV/ the number of months data. 
This MFMADEV value is then square-rooted.
MFMADEV = MFSUMDEV/12.
MFMADEV = (MFMADEV) exp (1/2).
STEP 11: Cost Decision
If the Link-Cost-Factor = 0, then Cost Factor = 0; otherwise, 
Link-Cost-Factor = $5.73.
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NOTE: Link-Cost-Factor = ( 2 X (Link-Order-Cost) ) exp(l/2).
(Link-Carry-Cost)
(Link-Order-Factor and Link-Carry-Cost are default values.)
STEP 12: MFSMOAVG
MF2SIGMA is renamed to be MFSMOAVG.
MFSMOAVG = MF2SIGMA
STEP 13: MFORDQTY
The MFORDQTY is the sum of the MFSMOAVG times the lead 
time divided by the number of working days in a month. 
(Assume 28 days per month).
MFORDQTY = (MFSMOAVG X Lead TIME)/ 28.
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STEP 14; The Economic Order Quantity: EOQ-VAL
a. The Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) is the product of the 
MFSMOAVG, Cost-Unit-Avg., and 12.
EOQ-VAL = MFSMOAVG x 12 x $7.83 = 79,302
b. SAVE C-1 = EOQ-VAL
c. EOQ-VAL-ROLINDED = (EOQ-VAL) exp. (1/2)
STEP 15: Cost Factor
The Cost Factor is the product of the EOQ-VAL-ROUNDED and 
the Cost Factor.
Cost Factor = Cost Factor X EOQ-VAL-ROUNDED.
STEP 16: Decision
If the EOQ-VAL = 0, then MFQTYORD = 0 and MFORDYR = 0.
STEP 17: BYPASS-MAX
If EOQ-VAL = NOT ZERO, then compute MFORDYR.
a. MFORDYR = (SAVE C-1/ EOQ-VAL)
If Cost-Unit-AVG = NOT ZERO, then compute MFQTYORD
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b. MFQTYORD = (EOQ-VAL / Cost-Unit-Avg)
If Cost-Unit-Avg = ZERO, MFQTYORD = ZERO.
STEP 18: TOT-PER-YEAR-ROUNDED
The total per year rounded is the product of the MFORDYR and 
the MFQTYORD.
TOT-PER-YEAR = MFORDYR X MFQTYORD.
STEP 19: Decision
If MFQTYORD is less than MIN-REORDER-POINT, then 
MIN-REORDER-QTY = MFQTYORD 
(MIN-REORDER-POINT is a value read-in the program).
If MFQTYORD = NOT ZERO, then compute MFORDYR
MFORDYR = (TOT-PER-YEAR/ MFQTYORD).
If MFQTYORD = ZERO, then MFORDYR = ZERO.
STEP 20: BYPASS-MAX ROUTINE: Decision
a. If QNTY-STOCKING-LEVEL is less than 1, then calculate 
PORTION
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b. If QNTY-ON-HAND plus MFQTYORD is greater than 
STOCKING- LEVEL, then calculate PORTION and MIN- 
REORDER-QNTY is equal to MFQTYORD.
c. Calculate PORTION:
If SHELF-LIFE (read-in) is less than 1 go to S-H-CHECK, 
otherwise, PORTION = (shelf-life/ 365)
SHELF-LIFE = MFORDYR X MFQTYORD.
PORTION = PORTION X SHELF-LIFE
STEP 21: Decision
If SHELF-LIFE is greater than MFQTYORD go to S-H-CHECK 
move SHELF-LIFE = MFQTYORD
If MFQTYORD is less than MIN-REORDER-QNTY, then move 
MIN-REORDER-QNTY = MFQTYORD
If MFQTYORD = NOT ZERO, then compute MFORDYR





If EOQ-TYPE (read-in) = S, then (read-in) LAST SERVICE-LEVEL 
If LAST SERVICE-LEVEL is less than LINK-SERVICE-LEVEL, 
then compute
SAFETY-STOCK:
SAFETY-STOCK = MFAVGISS X FACT(P); otherwise, go to 
printer.




THE REVISED EOQ MODEL
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Appendix C 
The Revised EOQ Model
(R.B. Chase and Aquilano, N.J. 1989. Productions and Operations 
Management, Chapter 12; Inventory Systems for Independent 
Demand, 5th ed.)
2DK1. EOQ: Qopt = [ 2DKCI]0-5 EOQ: Qopt = [ - ^ ] ( 0 .5 )
where Qopt = Optimal Order Quantity
D = Annual Demand (usage)
K = Cost to order
Cl = Annual holding & storage cost/unit of 
average inventory
2. REORDER POINT R = dL + ztTl
where R = Reorder Point
d = Average Daily Demand 
L = Lead Time
z = Number of standard deviations for a 
specified service level.
tTl  = Standard deviation of usage during lead 
time.
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3. PERISHABLE ITEM: D (usage), d (daily demand), and 1T l  (usage
during lead time) must be re-evaluated.
Note: Changing the service level results in changes to the inventory 
levels. Models to support a DEPENDENT DEMAND or PRODUC­
TION PROCESS are available, if necessary.
Month: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Usage: 396 396 1368 1656 360 1260 1080 684 972 756 648 684
Cost/ Unit $7.38








REVISED EOQ MODEL AND COST SAVINGS:
The following parts were compared based upon:
* VERIFY THE EOQ AND REORDER POINT USING THE PMS MODEL.
* THE USE OF A 95% SEVICE LEVEL POLICY.
* ALL PARTS ARE EITHER ON SYSTEMS CONTRACTING OR A 
PART OF A DROP SHIPMENT.
* USAGE WAS BASED UPON THE 12 PREVIOUS MONTHS
* CARRYING COST EQUAL 25%
EOQ-VAL = 1800 X $7.38 = $13,284.00 
REORDER POINT = 2400 X $7.38 = $17 .712 .00
TOTAL (possible) $30,996.00
USING REVISED EOQ MODEL:





R = (10260/250)(5) + (0.63)(35)
= 205 + 22 = 227 units
To determine z:
E(z) = Ü -. .95)(512) = 1.28: z = 0.63 
20
The standard deviation during lead time:
416,7 units = 417/21 = 20 units
CONCLUSION
The results of this analysis indicate that a 95% service level 
policy can be maintained with 534 parts on-hand. The current 
inventory policy maintains an EOQ of 1800 parts with a reorder point 
of 2400 parts. The revised model recommends an EOQ of 512 parts 
and a reorder point of 227 parts.
The difference between the QOH and the revised model is 2666 
parts ($24,593.85). The Quantity On-Hand for this part totals 3276 
parts; the revised model suggests 534 parts (maximum on-hand) in 
inventory. Therefore, this indicates 2742 parts are unnecessary 
(worst case). However, the model suggests only carrying the EOQ 
(512 units) plus the safety stock (22 units).
The reduced parts level on-hand reflects the following savings 
for this part:
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QOH = 2742 parts X $7.38 X 1.25 = $25,294.95
Applying the revised model to the following part usage history. 
Table C.l ,  and considering the EOQ minus the QOH, the part savings 
for a test sample of 12 parts has been included in Table C.2.
Table C .l Part Number and Usage History
Part Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
003771402 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
003780101 0 0 0 239 0 0 0 0 78 80 195 0
003780501 42 42 21 51 42 21 42 63 39 61 42 0
003781002 0 0 80 80 0 80 80 0 0 80 125 0
003781301 0 0 124 26 0 120 0 0 0 120 36 115
008750601 37 87 10 81 127 42 166 49 79 44 127 54
010771110 0 30 6 0 40 0 0 40 0 40 13 0
011520116 11 0 2 2 0 0 6 16 9 10 0 28
012460208* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 216 0 72
012480309 0 24 251 12 120 200 71 74 538 0 165 3
012750107 0 56 214 178 196 234 415 201 163 154 166 81
012460401 396 396 1368 656 360 1260 1080 684 972 756 648 684
* perishable part
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Table C.2 EOQ Comparison









0 0 3 7 7 1 4 0 2 19.63 14 1 8 32 4 2 6 500.00
003780101 8.67 119 919 1038 115 69 184 7686.00
003780501 14.14 52 151 203 82 17 99 1456.00
0 0 3 7 8 1 0 0 2 7.10 57 259 316 5 44 4 9 1896.00
003781301 10.00 67 372 439 104 35 139 3000 .00
008750601 27.36 1800 375 2175 84 57 13 1 56952 .00
0 1 0 7 7 1 1 1 0 19.53 27 75 102 4 1 11 5 2 2600.00
01152 0 1 1 6 44.46 100 20 120 20 8 2 8 4140.00
0 1 2460208 3.04 78 540-QOH 540 139 53 192 1066.00
01 2 4 8 0 3 0 9 65.50 750 500 1250 67 296 363 62964.00
01275 0 1 0 7 171.82 3 1 6131 6152 49 203 252 014800 .00
012460401 7.38 1800 2400 4200 660 632 1292 21461.00
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Appendix D 
SPARE PARTS CLASS CODES
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Appendix D 
Spare Parts Class Codes
030- AIR EQUIPMENT, AIR COMPRESSORS, AIR REGULATORS, ETC
031- FILM PROCESS EQUIPMENT, X-RAY EQUIPMENT AND SHREDDERS
0 32- BEARINGS
0 33- BELTS
0 34- BOILER PARTS
035- BLOWERS
036- COMPUTERS, BOARDS, CABLES
03 7 - VEHICLE & PEDESTRIAN GATES, SECURITY LIGHTS & EMERGENCY LIGHT 
KIT ROLL-UP DOORS
038- SPEED REDUCERS
039- ELECTRICAL CONTROLS, FUSES, SWITCHES, BREAKERS, UPS SYSTEMS, 
POWER SUPPLIES, ALARM SYSTEMS
040- BENDIX INSTRUMENTS
041- PAGER SYSTEM
042- ENGINES GAS & DIESEL (ECT)
043- X-RAY EQUIPMENT
044- FILTER ELEMENTS & ASSEMBLIES, DIAPHRAGMS





050- HOSE & FITTINGS





056- EXCELLO LATHE, TAPE CONTROLLED
057- SYSTEM 50 MASTER SLAVE MANIPULATOR OR MANIPULATORS
058- LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT




063- METAL-NUTS, BOLTS, BARS
064- MOTORS
065- HYDRAULIC & AIR CYLINDERS & MOTORS
066- PACKAGE POWER SUPPLY
067- SPECIAL PIPE FITTINGS
068- PRESSES
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069- PROCESSING EQUIPMENT (SPECIAL) CHEM TRANSFER UNITS, CLEANING 
SYS,
070- PUMPS (PROCESS) MARCH PUMP
071- PUMPS (UTILITY)
072- PUMPS (VACUUM)
073- VOLUMETRIC DETERMINATION SYSTEMS BLDG. 444
074- COMPRESOSRS & FILTER DRIERS, REFRIGERATION
075- ROLLING MILLS, BRAKES
076- SEALS, 0-RINGS, GASKETS, FEED THROUGHS
077- SPARE (NEEDS CLEANED OUT)
078- SHEARS
079- LEAK DETECTOR EQUIPMENT
080- TIMERS
081- TOOLS
082' DIODES, TUBES, TRANSISTORS, CAPACITORS 
0 8 3 - TRANSFORMERS, GENERATORS 
0 84- JOHNSON TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
0 8 5 - VACUUM EQUIPMENT
086- REGULATOR VALVES
08 7 - SOLENOID VALVES
08 8 - BALANCES (WEIGHTS)
08 9 - WELDING EQUIPMENT & CUTTING EQUIPMENT
09 0 - BOA W-84 SPARE PARTS BLDG. 444
09 1 - 3T AND BOA BLDG. 444
092- ZIESS PROBES
09 3 - LUDLUM AND HP EQUIPMENT
09 4 - BLDG. 371 SPARE PARTS
09 5 - BLDG. 371 PROVE PROJECT
096- SHOP STOCK, PIPE AND HTTINGS
097-
098-




REDUCTION IN PARTS INVENTORY COST BY CLASS
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Appendix E 










































































































Table F .l Savings Exceed $9,999.99
srocx H CALCutAriaNS SAW1N8S iKCHB W  M
SC STOCK MUHBCC OCSCIIPTIQN PBICC ISSUES CON COPT 04 VC SIGNAL EZ E22 CEOCBCC CEOWCEO SAVINGS
• • AS137C1AC INOICATOO.LCWfL S.99C AA A C A A A A A. AC 3 A A A n ,9 C C .A A
• • 1S4AACCIS Kir.O CC VAC 117SC 2 I .9 C I 93 A 3 A A A A A. AC 3 AC A 3 1 4 ,4 4 4  44
•  A AA3AI121C S7A H  PACTS KIT 1S.A42 44 A 3 A A A C A AC 3 . AC A 3 1 1 ,2 8 1  99
• • AC4C11AC1 ElEHCNT. fILTEC S NICC 435 AA A 122 A A A C AC 3 . AC A 122 1 3 ,2 4 7  SA
• • ACAC4CCCC ELEMENT.HEATING 1.2B 2 At A SC A A A C C AC 3 AC A SC 25 44A 2A
t c C4A13C7CC CCICK.STCAtCHT see AC A 144 A A C C AC 3 . AC A 144 10 AAA AA
•A C i l C l l l C r ENCOOEC SYSTEM 5 2 .1 4 4 AC 1 2 A A C.C C 42 A 1 1 5 ,4 4 1  24
AA ACSCCCtlC POHECPACK.SECVO 4.4CS AC A C C A A C C AC AC A C 12.A1A AA
AC AfCACCrCC COIL. MELT ASSY C24 AC A 49 C A A C A AC 3 . AC A 49 1 4 ,2 4 0 .5A
AC AMCCC7C: COIL. MELT ASSY C24 AC A 49 C A C.C AC 3 . AC A 49 1 4 ,2 4 0  5A
c c CBSCCCCCS COLLEC t  CAGE ASSY IS.A4C AC A 3 C A A C A.AC 3 . AC A 3 ll.S C A  AA
c c CStClCCM ASSY, WAY CEARINO CAGE IS.CSC SC A 4 C A A C AC 3 . AC A 4 1C ,ASA.SA
c c A49CIIC9S WISE lEEOS S.2SC 54 A SC C A C.C AC 3 . AC A SC 4A .432  AA
c c C499CCSSI PIECCEC ASSEMBLY 7C.29C AC A 1 A A C.C AC 3 . AC A 1 1 7 ,S 7 2  SA
c c C944CC41C VEBITBAK 2 PIN 7 .7 7 5 C9 A 11 A A A C C AC 3 . AC A 11 2 1 .3 0 3  49
c c C949CC11C PIMP VACUUM 1S.7CC CC A 3 A A C.C C AC 3 . AC A 3 14,A2S.AA
Cl 332SICICC BIESEL FUEL CLEMBEB A 4C C .3 9 C I1 7 .C 7 4 1 .4 7 2 33 7 5 .C 1 .1 1 9C 1 4 .2 0 1 1 7 ,4 4 2 .2 1
C2 CIC44CCCI GLOVE.SUCGEON.SZ 9 1 /2 - C C9 9 .1 4 4  5 .9C 4 475 34 C l .  7 29 A 24 2C2 5 AO 1A .939.2Acc CIC4CCSIC GLOVE .GLOVE COX.MVPALO 59 CC 1 .3 9 4  1 .2 3 7 40 5 1 2 .4 C 27 A. 20 31 1 .1 4 5 1 7 ,4 2 4  42cc A124CCS2C GLOVE.SUCGEON.SZ 9 13 44 ICA 3 .7 4 4 51 A 1 .4 1 .5 9 1 57 1 3 ,4 9 5 12.4AA 47
cc CI2SCC7CC GLOVE C IN B .S /S  C ~IB , S 7C 24 335 447 SC 1 2 .9 C 51 A 2 1 - 4 434 1 1 ,1 0 1  4A
cc CI24CCICC COVECALL MM COT IS  SZ 13 27 1.4CC 5 .9 9 4 149 5 1 3 .3 A .54 A 2 9 - 25 S.CSC 19.4A 7 74cc A124CCICC COVEIALL MW COT I S  SZ 13 27 1 .4 7 5  S.C47 149 5 1 3 .1 A 54 A 29 25 S .7 C I 1 0 ,9 1 5 .7 4
cc A127SCIC7 GACHENT PVC SCEATNINO ICC 35 1.C7C 2 .5 7 5 45 7 1 4 .7 5 15 A .73 49 2.A 17 A 952 09
cc C147CCSC3 CASCMIG BINGS i  1 /2 0 0 A 529C CA5323 955 5 .9 7 4 371 C3C. A A.35 A. AO 1 .9 2 4 1 7 .9 1 1 4 1 ,3 2 0  SI
INWCNTMV AAJUBTCB TOTAL SAWXN8S
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Appendix H
INVENTORY SENT TO PHYSICAL UTILITY & DISPOSAL
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Table H .l 00 Inventory Sent to PU&D
STOCK WJMSg issijf j Of sea 1ton estimate oollaks[EsriMATE DOLLAR* Total;
( ;
1 |SKF aCAKIXS 60012ZJ3/82ENUC01 S20.CO 14U.UU 1
2 |SKI> SCAR INC 6306-22/a66«t(S1 420.00 *60.00 ;
3 |FlANr.CS 9» S50.00 *150.00 1
8 ISKF SEAAINO 16010 $20.00 5160.00 [
1 [OfAN aEOUCTtOM 80X U/MOTO* 73 W9 9/ S6.000.CO 16,000.00 1
6 |MC01ll PAEC SEAAINC NK-12-SS 120.00 *20.00 1
1 jaiCNfWAr poueaco uencm cap 2000 eaa 16,000.00 16.000.00 1
1 jcENEAAl ELCCraiC MOrOA 7.S HP SBSC.UO 1350.00 1
2 jsKE aEAAINO 63072 120.00 *40.00 1
2 jrAENIA 8CAAING 9106K 120.00 *20.00 !
1 |FAEN(A SEAAtWO 5310W 120.00 *20.00 i
1 1flAAOg SCAEVtO 3" 1100.30 *100.00 1
1 1 UNtCLOSED MOTOR 23 NP 1500.00 *500.30 1
1 |FAENia lEARIMQ 206990 120.00 *20.00 1
32 1 FILTER NOUS:NO 20 x 20 tNCK *20.00 *640.00 1
1 )8ALC0A motor 5 HP *230.00 *250.00 1
1 |FA9N|A aEAAINO 7j08UP306KS 120.00 120.00 !
1 jl" SEAL OROEA T774300 *20.00 120.00 1
1 juNICtOSEO MOTOR 3 HP *230.00 *250.00 !
1 |NTM aEAAINO 60092 120.00 *20.00 i
1 I2J390 20399 120.00 *240.00 !
12 {BS0N2I ausmna *2024-16 120.00 *20.00 j
1 1 ITS CIRCUIT BREAKER TT9CR MODEL (DA *2.00 *2.00 1
2 IFAFHIR BEAAtNO 206% 120.30 140.00 i
2 [CAPACITOR 273V 3.0KMZ 300KVAA 1500.00 11,000.00 !
1 IHMCOIM MOTOR Î HP *250.00 *250.00 1
1 1 VOLTMETER digital MODEL 77 1199.00 1199.00 1
1 [HOIST 0O€ INVENTORY A RSO-014660371 15,000.00 *5,000.30 i
1 [PUMP-OORIRON 11,500.00 11,500.00 1
2 [FAC SEARING 6009.2ZRBK 120.00 123.00 I
032'00 1 |f6 STEELTHRUST BEARING *20.00 *20.00 1
032 00 46 91 1 |A6 STEEL-LIME BEARING 120.00 *20.00 i
033-00-99««2 1 (SrURTEVANT FAN TTPE A/4 12.000.00 *2,000.00 [
039*00-90-0a 3 jlTE VACU-BREAKER CAT 7R 354 11.500.00 *4,500.00 I
039-00*90-09 4 1 TRUNNION Ht-PAESSUAE SODIUM CATAG-A 1300.00 11,200.00 1
039-00-92-00 4 1 FIXTURE holder 150.00 *200.30 1
039-00-92-01 350 [TUO ROLE PIPE SI RAPS 21 11.00 *350.00 [
039-00-92-02 22 [APPLETON HCLOER C-AN-6-SF 110.00 *220.00 :
039-00-92-06 11 1 FIXTURE HOLDER 110.00 1110.00 1
039-00-92-06 11 1weather heads 2" 150.00 *550.00 1
039-00-V2-07 1 jSNRCO *25.00 *25.00 1
039-00-92-10 1 jUCATHlR HEAD 2 V2" 125.00 *25.00 1
039-00-92-16 4 [APPLETON HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS *150.00 *600.00 1
039-00-93-00 1 [FASTCO model 330 SLOWER 4SCFN 150.00 150.00 !
039-00-93-01 1 [APPLETON MOUNTING BRACKET Al-G-A-M- 110.00 *10.00 1
039-00-93-04 3 [LIGHT HOLDER 335 *20.00 £60.30 1
039-00-93-06 10 [CABLE SPLICE KIT SM-82-A1 POWER 1150.00 11,500.00 1
(Continued)
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Table H .l (Continued)
STOCK mUMSKR
















































4 ICA612 IN-LINE SPLICINO KIT 7Z-M4 
4 |GANIE IN-LINE SPLICING KIT 7Z-M3
2 11MANSPoiuea MOUNTS
4 IALUMINIUM SNNOO 3 1/2" 4009-2
3 |L1N0«E«C MODEL 51442 MUPlLEfCE 240 
1 jOkPAClTON 3S779 iSO KVAN
5 jCAPACITOR 3379 450KVN 
10 ICAPACITOR 3N742A
1 jcAPTRON 964-79-07-01
1 |AN02 ORTINO TURNANCS LINE 1
2 i CHUCKS FOR LODGE A NO SNtPI.tr LA INN 
1 [DATA pace 103-3 REAR TURRET
1 [REAR TURRET FOR LCSLONO KNIGHT 
1 I KNIGHT LATHE REAR TURRET 
1 IIHIPUO NNK EA1607 
1 I#» WORfHlte SHAPE 
1 I GOULD CENTURY P7N 6-336131-01 NOION 
1 jOURCO FUMP W7MOT0R 
1 I Ok MOTOR 10 HP.
1 |DUNU) PUMP W7MO10R
1 jREULANO MOIUM 2SNHE 742063A-2
2 joLRCO PUMP V/MOIOR
1 jiALOOR MOTOR MI331T 
1 lUESTINCHOUSE 3 HP muION 
1 [MARATHUN ELECTRIC MOTOR MODEL PE294 
1 |UhSII INUNUUSE motor 40 NP 
1 jWkSIINUHUUNfc mjlUN OO NP 
1 I LINCOLN MOTOR 10 NP 
1 lueSTIHGNDUSE MOTOR 23 NP 
1 jWeSTINGHOUSk MOIUM 25 NP 
1 |8AL00R MOTOR M-2238 10 np 
1 |ALLIS*CHALM6RS MOTOR 50 HP 
I jWeSTlNGNOUS* MOIUM 40 NP 
1 joWIT MAEIEN relian ce  MOTOR 40 HP 
1 jof MOIQR 7.9 PM MUUEL SK213BC205REI 
1 |P/N 136C103A S-301 UN MOTOR 
1 IGENERAL ELECTRIC 9 HP MOlUR 
1 |GE MÜIUM 3 HP 
1 jiALOCR MUIUN 3 HP
1 jiALOCR 7 1/2 HP MOIUM
2 I GOULD CENTURY AC 15 np 
2 jGOULD CENTURY 13 HP
1 I MOTOR. GEAR REOUL'tN lU INCLUOE 43C 
1 I NOWELL MOTOR 1 HP 
1 JfAIRSANX MORRIS-MUM%k muiuR 3 nP 3 
1 |8AL00R 20 HP MOTOR CAT» M-41C6 
1 [FAN ASStMSLT
















































10RTE0 @T STOCK NUMBER
(Continued)
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1 ( C o n t i n
STOCK NUMBER
u e d )
issue 1 OtSbXlPTIÜN
1
ESTIMATE DOLLARS eSriMAIE OOLLAA* TOMl ,
064-00-87-10 1 |OATTOM 3/4 HP J t l  MUMP MOTOR *100.00 *100.CO '
064-00-87-27 1 1MOTOR *150.00 *150 .:o  1
044-00-67-23 1 (OAYTOM THREI PHASE MOTOR *150.00 *150.00 !
044-00-99-36 1 jllNCOlN AC MOTOR HP *2,500.00 *2,500.00 I
067-00-97-66 4 (S/S TUBES WITH FLAHGEO CNOS *1,500.00 *6,000.00 1
049-00-04-1T 2 [GLOVE PORT COVERS 9" 0-19618 *5,000.00 *10,000.00 1
049-00-04-11 1 [GLOVE PORI COVENS 9" 0-19819 *3,000.00 *3,000.00 j
049-00-45-51 1 [FUME SCRU8ER 8 IN-S-ISO SxS *500.00 *300.00 I
069-00-45-52 1 [S/S COIL 10X10 WITH FLANGE *300.00 *300.00 1
069-00-45-53 2 [S/5 COIL IMCIHERATOR JOINT #5 10X12 *1,000.00 *2,000.00 1
069-00-45-54 1 |S /S  COIL 10X30 WIIH flange *300.30 *500.00 1
069-00-45-55 1 [S/S COIL 10X26 WtIH FLANGE *300.00 *300.00 1
069-00-45-56 1 |S /S  COIL 10X25 7/8 WITH FLANGE *500.00 *300.CO 1
069-00-45-57 1 [S/S COIL 10X22 >300.00 *300.00 1
069-00-45-59 2 [ S/S cot I  4X16 W/8 HOLE FLANGE *750.00 *1,500.00 i
069-00-45-60 1 [S/S COIL 10X12 VI IN flange *300.00 *500.00 !
069-00-45-63 1 [INCENIRATOR OEMISTER 15x20 INCLUOE *1,300.00 *1,300.00 ;
070-00-03-66 T (CHEMPUMP MOOR 3VE-20K-23M-3S *2.000.00 *2,900.00 1
070-00-05-76 1 [MEPTUNE 500 9IA-PUMP *2,000.00 *2,300.00 i
070-00-03-02 2 [COS PUMPS-OOQR-QLIVLN S/M 67923 -0 *4,000.00 *0,000.30 ;
370-00 46-92 1 [ f i s  UORTHILTE SOLID GLAND *20.00 *20.00 1
070-00-46-91 1 [R22A NECPRINC SLINUEN *20.00 *20.00 1
070-00-46-94 1 (#278 NEOPRINE CLOSURE *20.00 *20.00 1
070-00-46-95 1 [R27C NEOPRINE ELASTIC SEAL *20.00 *20.00 1
070-00-64-67 3 [RACINE. SILENT VANE PUMP MMM 39235 *2.300.00 *7,300.00 1
070-00-64-63 1 [STOKES PUMP *4,000.90 *4,300.00 I
070-00-97-43 1 [OEMINS PUMP W/MOICX *2,900.30 *2,000.00 [
077-00-04-62 3 [GVN5-10K-12N-1S >2.900.00 *6,000.00 1
072-00-04-84 3 [CHEMPUMP 60-10K-152H-IS *2,000.00 *6 ,000 .CO j
372-00-04-84 1 [CHEMPUMP MOOR 6VMS-10K-102H-IS *2,000.90 * 2 ,0 0 0 .CO 1
077-00-04-84 1 [CHEMPUMP MOOR GVE-10K-23H-3T *2,000.90 *2,300.00 1
072-00-46-03 2 WELCH 0O-5EAL VACUUM PUMP MODEL 13Ü *3,000.00 *6,000.00 !
072-00-46-03 3 ;WELCH DO-seal vacuum PUMP MUUEL 130 *3,000.00 *9,300.00 1
072-00-90-98 1 aiNONAM TYPE 3C-M VACCLR4 PUMP *0,000.00 *8,300.00 ;
072-00-99-98 1 BINCMAN VACUJM PUMP ITPt 3G-M *8,000.00 *0.00 :
075-00-89-52 3 ROLL MAT GEARS *100.00 *300.30 ;
076-00-00-65 CR OIL SEALS 5133 *20.00 *100.30 :
076-00-04-82 2 OURCQ PUMP U/MOTOa *450.00 (900.00 1
076-00-04-82 2 DURCO PUMP W/MOTOt *450.00 *900.30 1
076-00-96-55 1 CORK ANO PUMP COMPANY *20.00 *20.00 [
085-00-64-78 STAINLESS STEEL RING *1,000.00 *1,000.00 1
086-00-03-70 VALVE 4 »  STOCXHAN FIGURE 623 *300.00 *300.00 [
086-00-45-45 VALVE ANNINOONCTOR #8A823-1-1 *1.008.00 *1,900.00 1
386-00-69-99 30 VALVE 10V-8071-CMP *230.00 *7,300.00 !
086-00-99-15 1 TRANSFORMER 3 PN 6015431 *2,000.00 *2.000.00 :
087-00-83-10 1 BALL VALVE PVC 1 1/4" *20.00 *20.00
087-00-69-70 1 1HAMILTON STANOARO MOTOR i GENERATOR *6,000.00 *6,000.00
“ICfl'eO ST STI7CK Nin/HS«
(Continued)
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Table H .l (Continued)
TOTAL NUMBER OP items WITHOUT A STOCK .NUMBeH 3 0
TOTAL number OP ITEMS WITH STOCK NUMBERS 1 1 4
TOTAL MJMBPR OP ITEMS 7 4 6
ESTIMATE TOTAL OOILARS *216,661.00
$fuc< NUM8ES [ISSUE [ DESCRIPTION [ESTIMATE
1 1
DOLLARS [ESTIMATE DOLLARS TOTAL
1
089-00-69-98 1 * 3 [VALVE P/N 10V-8071-CMP [ *200.00 1 *8.600.00
203-00-JO -n [ 1 [BALOOR MOTOR 3 MR | *230.00 1 *230.00
203-00-30-73 [ 1 [LEROT SOMER INC. MOTOR 3 HR | * 2 0 0 . 0 0 1 *200.00
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Appendix I 
REPORT OF FIELD INVESTIGATION
Submitted cost saving to minimize unnecessary spare parts 
inventory, currently spare parts inventory totals approximately 
$11.8 million. By use of a scientific method/equation reduce the 
spare parts inventory to a manageable level while ensuring all 
customers still receive necessary parts. (See Employee Suggestion).
Meeting with F. Pope (Maintenance Dept.) & Dr. R.E.D. Woolsey 
to establish the ground rules for this thesis. It was determined to 
investigate the 00 inventory to reduce its level to the minimum level 
while being operationally prepared.
(4-17) Meeting with Lynn Bisbee (WHSE) to better understand 
the problem. Currently a 111 page document exists of inventoried 
items in the warehouse. There are no max-min levels established. 
Space is being occupied by parts which have no dollar values 
assigned to them.
The warehouse has a LUMPY INVENTORY demand constraint.
The questions briefly discussed with the warehouse were:
a. Replacement part — warehouse
b. Issue slip with part number & quantity
c. Forms go to data processing — entered into computer
d. Order point at/below required action
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Who maintains the inventory? Where does it come from?
(5-1) Meeting with Jan Melick (Purchasing Agent): It was 
proposed to Maintenance that a system of this type lends itself quite 
well to a systems contract. By use of the systems contract bushings, 
bearings, and belts could be accessed with a cost recovery factor of 
whatever is returned to the primary contractor. For a 'reasonable' 
market value, and this would permit inventory levels to be lowered. 
Purchasing requested the following data:




(5-2) Meeting with Jerry Lauudenberg (Purchasing MNGR): 
Jerry informed me Maintenance has never used Systems Contracting, 
however, it was a useful tool for those using the system.
(5-16) Meeting with F. Pope/S. Norgrene (Maintenance MNGRs) 
regarding possibly considering use of a systems contract to access 
various equipment.
(6-1) Meeting with F. Pope, J. Melick & S. Norgrene to discuss 
spare parts inventory. Systems contract first discussed extensively 
with Pope to reduce inventory to a manageable level. System
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contract has the ability to grow. Problems using a systems contract 
were discussed, as well. For example, inexperienced workers. We 
discussed a fill/kill type of control system, ELECTRONIC ORDERING 
SYSTEM and BAR CODING, to expedite inventory of spare parts in the 
warehouse. At this time, we discussed the TRUCKING BOTTLE NECK. 
(Currently, POs are sent to Building 130, then to the Warehouse. 
Orders may wait 3 days until being delivered.) It was discussed that 
a new material transfer tag may help expedite. Use of electronic 
ordering by the company could be easily facilitated with the assis­
tance from the vendors. Vendor could supply the AUTOMATED 
PURCHASING FORMS.
(6-2) THE METHODOLOGY
As the problem was previously defined, devise a method that 
will reduce the inventory of spare parts. Investigated first the 
alternative that will allow a systems contract to purchase all items 
from the spare parts inventory. Whatever is not purchased will be 
considered for getting accessed. The warehouse capacity is a 
problem. J. Melick will provide best estimates for how much a cubic 
volume of space is worth. For a Systems Contract the following data 
was requested: Part usage. Part number, Cost/Space, Lead time, and
Part priority.
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(6-3) Meeting with Lynn Bisbee to discuss accessing spare 
parts and systems contracting for old parts. It was discussed to have 
a contractor come straight to the warehouse and remove parts from 
the warehouse instead of relocating the parts to the Broomfield 
W arehouse.
(6-12) Requested an 032 informational/usage listing from 
maintenance which will show previous usage for belt, bushings, and 
bearings. With this information parts that have not been used in the 
previous 2 years will be REMOVED/SOLD to manufacturers on a 
systems type contract. Additional information requested was the 
068 listing showing usage on motors for the past two years. Pur­
chasing will coordinate the accessing and elimination of identified 
parts not part of a systems type contract. Purchasing will assist with 
the computer parts.
(6-14) Spoke with purchasing. Still awaiting listing from 
warehouse. It was agreed that all belts, bushing, and bearing be 
REMOVED IMMEDIATELY. All parts to be sent to Physical Utility & 
Disposal (PU&D).
(6-19) Research to determine a FAIR market price for ware­
house space uncovered the following information: Currently, there
are 2 contracts for space awarded on a competitive bid basis, there­
fore, it will be assumed that warehouse space on plant site, although
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limited, will be comparable. Purchase order number 68340 BH & 
68339 BH are existing contracts to purchase warehouse space. For a 
one year fiscal contract for 30,160 sq. ft., the purchased cost was 
$2,974,375.00, or an average price of $98.62 per sq. ft. The other 
contract was purchased for $2,017,785.96 for 49,060 sq. ft., or a cost 
of $41.13 per sq. ft. There is a price difference between the two 
contracts — no reason was determined to understand the difference.- 
for a combined average price of $69,875 per sq. ft.
(6-20) Meeting with Dr. R.E.D. Woolsey to discuss thesis 
progress.
(6-23) Spoke with Lynn Bisbee to request inventory listing,
again.
(7-3) Meeting with F. Pope to discuss project and implementa­
tion plan. Discussed accessing all belts, bushings, and bearings, as 
well as other parts identified as 00 inventory. First, remove these 
parts from the shelves and consider usage for applicability to a 
systems contract, if not applicable ship 00 parts to PU&D. It was 
pointed out that 'if we haven't used the parts in two years and they 
are not unique parts, then get rid of them from storage to account for 
the increased space necessary to support the growing prekitting area.
Also discussed the trucking bottleneck problem and the need to 
view our operation as a PROCESS, instead of a project (individual). F.
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Pope discussed going ahead with the belts, bushings, and bearings. I 
informed Fred I also requested information on the motors as the next 
item to be considered for the systems contract. Computer parts 
information requested. Fred advised continuing in this direction. To 
estimate warehouse space. Pope advised: in addition to the above
stated quote, determine what an addition to building 559 (ware­
house) would cost, or consider the cost of 061 building. Informed 
Pope that existing systems contracts could be used by the Main­
tenance Spare Parts Department to assist not having to carry parts 
that could be made available through over cost centers. Purchasing 
can assist in this area. Purchasing will establish custom systems type 
contracts for maintenance once necessary information is available.
(7-10) Meeting with L. Bisbee concerning accessed material. 
Belts, bearings, and bushings — received the usage list and for­
warded to purchasing. Additionally, requested the list for motors. 
Nothing unique in 90% of the inventory being held. A systems 
contract would facilitate part reduction in the warehouse, also the 
remaining parts (approx. 75%) could be sent to physcial utilization 
and disposal (PU&D).
(7-10) Talked with purchasing concerning usage of all items as 
per the listing. This information is incomplete: What is required is a
usage on all belts, bushings, and bearings; otherwise there will be no
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'quid pro quo.' Why would a manufacturer buy items that are 
currently not being used?! I requested additional information from 
the warehouse. There is no way of estimating usage except by 
asking the Purchasing Dept. Requisitions may include these 
purchases, however, they are not tracked agianst 55 Ts account.
(7-13) Conversation with Chuck Heath, J.A. Jones Construction 
Co. an off site construction company that would complete a ware­
house addition or modification, stated a cost of $68.00 per sq. ft. for 
warehouse space which compares well with the local contracts. 
(9 6 6 -5 2 0 7 )
(7-18) Meeting with Dr. R.E.D. Woolsey to discuss proposed 
outline of thesis:
I. A bstract 
II. Table of Contents
III. List of Figures and Tables






VI. Models Used to Analyze
a. Different Types
b. TEC








d. What To Do Next 
IX. R eferences
X  A ppendicies  
It was decided to follow the approved format.
(7-18) Meeting with maintenance manager regarding the 
inclusion of motors to our systems contract. He stated this would not 
be a problem if  okayed with purchasing. Purchasing expressed no 
reservations. Also automated purchasing will be used to supplement 
the project. This will further reduce the paper work and free up 
employee time. The conditions will be negotiated at the time of the 
contract.
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(7-21) Received motor listing. Set-up meeting with Mainten­
ance and Purchasing for 7-24 to discuss removal implementation 
phased plan.
(8-4) Talked with maintenance concerning part priorities 
necessary to complete models to be used in formulation of an 
ORDERING POLICY. Information specifically requested included:
• Ordering cost information to include - The cost incurred each 
time an order is placed. Salaries constitute the major contri­
bution. (Here relative estimates will be used for 2 managers, 2 
expediters, 4 clerks, and 2 secretaries, office supplies, computers 
etc.)
• Carrying cost information to include - The cost to maintain the 
inventory - interest on money, warehouse space, record keepiij^T 
cost to perform annual physical inventory. (Accounting will 
contacted concerning this information.)
• Usage and stocking levels to determine AVERAGE INVENTORY.
The usage information identifies TOTAL DOLLAR value used per 
year.
• Current Part Prices
• Part LEADTIME
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(8-21) Meeting with purchasing to determine progress. Jan 
had no status. Steve is working on information requested. Lynn has 
information to be sent.
(9-12) Discussion with maintenance to complete and terminate 
field investigation. Models will be formulated when information is 
received .
(9-29) Discussion with purchasing concerning status update on 
spare parts. No movement reported. Per previous discussions all 00 
inventory is to be removed and systems contracting established.
(10-13) Discussion with maintenance, requesting part 
priorities. Information w ill be forthcoming from maintenance and 
purchasing.
(11-10) Meeting with maintenance to be advised of the delay 
regarding project status.
(11-20) Review with Mines the project status.
(12-12) Meeting with maintenance. Maintenance advised they 
would start shipping 00 inventory to PU&D in first quarter of FY 
1990. Expressed a Christmas Wish List for maintenance to include 
previously promised information. Purchasing stated they would
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commence establishing contracts for maintenance first quarter FY 
1990 .
(1-31) Informal meeting with advisor.
(2-5) Meeting with purchasing regarding inventory problem. 
Given 00 inventory has limited information available, especially 
pricing. Perhaps it should all be sent to PU&D.
(2-6) Meeting with DIRECTOR to discuss status of project and 
solicit support for the project. To remove all 00 inventory it was 
requested that maintenance use 'red badgers' (new/uncleared 
personnel) to remove unnecessary parts from the shelves. Director 
agreed to proceed in this per our discussed implementation plan 
outline above: Namely, remove all 00 inventory and establish where
necessary/applicable systems contracting.
(3-6) Meeting with Director to discuss inventory policy, status, 
where are we going. He discussed proceeding with assistance from 
the Colorado School of Mines.
(4-6) Meeting with Director to highlight impetus to press 
forward with this plan. DOE, Colorado School of Mines, Maintenance, 
and Purchasing were in attendance.
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(4-17) Meeting with CSM.
(4-18) Review of the plant's EOQ discussed improvements with 
the general warehouse personnel. It was not discussed with main­
tenance because maintenance does not use the mainframe's EOQ 
algorithm .
(4-22) Talked with maintenance concerning the project's 
status. Maintenance stated the removal of all 00 inventory had 
commenced, and PU&D had begun receiving 00 parts.
(5-2) Talked with CSM.
(5-16) No status from maintenance. All 00 inventory will be
completely shipped to PU&D by 6-30.
(6-4) Requested all part information from maintenance con­
cerning parts shipped to PU&D. Maintenance informed all records 
are with the parts. Estimated that the space reduction represented 
by the removal of the 00 inventory from the shelf is 136,000 cubic 
feet. This represents 6800 sq. feet of space (6800 sq. ft. X $68.00 per 
sq. ft. = $476,000.00). This represents approximately 6,104 out of 
25,112 total line items in the warehouse. Also with few line items, 
the time necessary to perform the yearly audit is reduced. The 00
inventory was reduced from 6104 quantity on hand when this
